
English logbooks1700 - 1850

Digital imaging project



How many, and where are they?
Precise estimates are difficult to make, but it is probable that c.100,000
logbooks are held in British archives covering the period 1700 to 1850

To date, only 6,000 have been examined for weather data, all as part
of the CLIWOC project

The majority of the logbooks are held in one of three major collections

Public Records Office, Kew, SW London

British Library, Central London

National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, SE London

Other small local collections, e.g. Bristol and Hull are of little

importance in the current context



The collections:

1. The National Maritime Museum

The NMM holds the complete British
collection of lieutenant’s logbooks.

They date from the 1670s, the collection
concluding in 1810.

An estimated 62,000 logbooks  are
stored in the NMM together with a few
hundred specialist items (some foreign
logbooks and those for particular
expeditions)

Of the three collections these are in the poorest state of
preservation.



The collections:

2. The British Library

The BL holds the logbooks prepared by officers of the East India
Company.

The earliest date from 1603, and they continue
until the Company ceased to operate in 1832.

The are c.3600 logbooks of ships sailing regularly and annually
between London and India and China. More so than Royal Navy
logbooks, these are seasonal in character because the ships’
movements were highly dependent upon favourable monsoon
winds.

These logbooks are in an excellent state of preservation and the
data of the highest quality.



The collections:

3. The Public Record Office

The PRO holds the Royal Navy captains’ (c.24,000) and masters’
logbooks (c.15,000) from 1670 onwards to 1850. Officers’ logbooks
were gradually replaced by ships’ logbooks from 1830, and there are
a further 4200 of these for the study period.

There are also small collections of logbooks from scientific voyages
(Cook, etc.). These number c.250 logbooks, but they are of particular,
and wider, interest.

There are c.400 Admirals’ journals that also contain weather
observations.

All logbooks for the study period are in a good to fair state of
preservation.



Logbook contents
Logbook data for this period are principally, but not exclusively, non-
instrumental, and consist of three elements

1. wind force (mostly pre-Beaufort terms – see CLIWOC
dictionary)

2. wind direction (32 point compass)

3. general descriptions of the weather
Observations were made regularly at noon (and at other times).

After 1838 observations are made using Beaufort wind force
numbers and weather codes. Barometric and thermometer data also
become more frequent from that time.



How are the data recorded?
Logbook observations were standard in content, but not in

presentation and different formats exist:

1. Royal Navy before c.1810.

2. Royal Navy after c.1810 (including post-1838).

3. East India Company logbooks 1750 to their conclusion, and a
few Royal Navy books for pre-1810.

Format 1 provides an average of 11 days of data spread over two
facing pages.

Formats 2 & 3 provide two days of data per page, commonly with
much sub-daily data.



Logbook contents and layout 1: Royal Navy logbooks (pre-1810)



Logbook details



Logbook contents and layout 2 & 3: East India Co. logbooks



Logbook contents and layout: merchant service logbooks
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Logbook numbers: a summary



Logbook coverage:

spatial

Coverage will not differ

greatly from that

established with

CLIWOC (right):

1. North and South Atlantic

   and Indian Oceans – good

2. Pacific Ocean  - poor

There is, however, the opportunity of intensifying the
coverage over space and time, and of including areas specifically
excluded from CLIWOC – the Caribbean and Mediterranean.



Logbook coverage: temporal
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Temporal coverage is continuous, but variable depending upon
states of peace or war (note the effect of the Napoleonic War).



Logbook numbers: the problem
There about 70,000 logbooks for the period 1750 to 1850 alone.

It is impossible to ‘image’ all of them. Fortunately it is not
necessary to do so as there is a good deal of duplication or near-
duplication.

1. Lieutenants’ logbooks: Royal Navy ships would have between 1
and 6 lieutenants depending upon the ship’s size. So we need only
image about one third of these to avoid duplication.

2. Captains’ and masters’ logbooks tend to be paired as most
ships had both officers.

3. There is further duplication between captains’ and lieutenants’
logbooks. Because of the different cataloguing systems, this
degree of duplication cannot be determined at present.

4. There is also some near-duplication in EIC logbooks where
ships were in convoy or sailed at similar times. About half of the
logbooks fall into this loosely-defined category



Logbook numbers rationalised (but realisable?):
If the project’s objective to image a sample of logbooks to provide
optimum observational coverage without duplication, a combination of
lieutenants’, captains’, ships’ and EIC logbooks may provide the
information, and the number of items needed to accomplish this falls to
about:

23,000 logbooks
As each logbook contains, on average, c.50 pages. This equates to:

1,150,000 images
These will provide data equivalent to:

6,900,000 days of observations



Imaging practicalities: National Maritime Museum
Preferred method of imaging:

employment of ‘external’ team who would be
contracted through the NMM.

Costs:

 - contract payment on the basis of £25,000 p.a. ($43,750)
plus 10% for NI and contributory payments).

 - 2 (3?) photographers for 9 months each (assuming 1 
year project duration) – see PRO arrangements also.

 - possible employment of part-time staff to assist in the 
supply of logbooks and transfer to and from the archive storage.

No problems with Crown Copyright.



Imaging practicalities: British Library

Necessary method of imaging:

by BL staff only working to official standards

Costs:

£2 ($3.50) per page for colour

or £1.25p ($2.2) per page for grey scale images.

No problem with Crown Copyright.



Imaging practicalities: Public Records Office
Preferred method of imaging:

policy is currently being decided, but at present the PRO
will consider doing some of the work ‘in house’ with the possibility
of making arrangements for ‘contracted’ photographers (same as
NMM team). Much here depends on the degree to which we
will use PRO sources.

Costs:

£0.80 ($1.40) per page if done ‘in house’

or

£25,000 ($43,750) p.a. per contracted
photographer.

No problem with Crown Copyright.



Imaging practicalities: management

In the case of all three archives the efficient operation of the
project requires employment of an experienced  manager to:

1. Identify logbooks to be used (NMM, BL and PRO)

2. Catalogue and manage image files (NMM and PRO only)

3. Assist in physical supply of logbooks to the photographers
(NMM only)

This manager will need a three month lead-in time to set up the
scheme and keep ahead of logbook demand – hence the
suggestion of a 9 month ‘production’ phase.



Costings & productivity: an overview (1)
1. manager @ $75,000 p.a.

2. part-time assistant (NMM only)? $15,000?

3. coordination (DAW) expenses only $5000

4. contracted photographer @ $48,000 p.a.

but for 9 months $36,000

team of 2 $72,000

5.   consumables $5000

TOTAL $157,000

Leaves from Scott’s original budget $183,000

For BL/PRO imaging?



Costings & productivity: an overview (2)
Two photographers for 9 months working at 2 images per minute
would produce 17,000 images/month each

or 302,400 images in nine months

The sum of $183,000 would pay for:

52,200 BL images (colour)

83,600 BL images (grey scale)

130,700 NMM images

Max. possible number of images 433,100 (min. 354,600)

from a potential 1,150,000

Other possibilities include:

reduction of study period by 20%to 1750-1830



Costings & productivity: an overview (3)
The most cost effective means of production is to use contract
photographers (23 cents/image)

Imaging potential could be increased by employing a third
photographer. This would yield an additional 153,000 images, but
reduce from $183,000 to $147,000 the budget for ‘in house’
production, with a commensurate reduction of image numbers to:

42,000 BL (colour) images

67,000 BL (grey scale) images

105,000 PRO images

New maximum possible is 558,500 images (min. 497,000)



Conclusions:
1. The project has the enthusiastic support of all host archives.

2. Only a sample of logbooks can, and need be, imaged.

3. Costs may restrict imaging to 50 – 60% of the potential, but
will still provide c.500,000 images or 3,500,000 days of data.


